Millennium, the new luxury zero-gravity cinema recliner from Leadcom
Millennium is the latest, luxury zero gravity reclining cinema seat to be added to the Leadcom
Seating range. This brand-new, highly functional, powered recliner allows users to enjoy the perfect
angle for full-body relaxation, offering cinema goers that wonderful feeling of virtual weightlessness
and sitting on air. Millennium creates the perfect angle for full-body relaxation providing for ideal
weight distribution which helps optimise blood circulation and reduce pressure on the neck, back,
joints and legs (especially swelling). Its foldable footrest adds the final finishing touch to perfect
seating position and comfort.
As well as providing seating luxury, Millennium features the innovative Leadcom ‘Clean-smart’
system, making it a very easy seat to maintain. At the touch of a button, the seats electrically roll
forward, the brushes fixed under the seat pushing any dropped litter to the front. When the seat is
electrically rolled back, the litter remains to the front for very easy and time-efficient collection. The
flip-up seat cushion, replaceable back cushion and seat covers, foldable footrest and arm/seat
cushion raised from floor not only add to this simplistic cleaning, but significantly lower maintenance
costs in the event of damage.
That cinemas around the world have taken a very big hit since the onset of Coronavirus, there can be
no doubt. However, as cinemas gradually reopen, Leadcom Seating has responded to the
requirement for social distancing products to dramatically increase the safety of cinema patrons.
To that end, Millennium also includes the specially developed seat head covers, multi-functional seat
covers, privacy dividers and social distance barriers that Leadcom have introduced across their range
of cinema seating with innovative products that help to prevent the spread of the COVID-19 virus.
Leadcom Seating, as one of the world’s leading seating manufacturers, offers a vast selection of
premium quality cinema seats and VIP recliners all made in their own state-of-the-art 120,000
square metre factory.
With over 13,287,000 seats installed in more than 16,600 projects throughout 170 countries over
the past two decades, our specialists can equip cinemas with the best in value for high-quality,
attractive, durable, and extremely comfortable seating.
Over the past 22 years, Leadcom’s mission has been to manufacture better seating for people.
They have a proud legacy of designing and providing the most cost-effective, high-quality
industry-leading recliner products that not only offer supreme comfort and functionality, but also
make cleaning and maintenance extremely simplistic and future-proof.

